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We apply the Cauchy transform to derive results which relate approximation 
problems in different Lipshitz norms, and in the uniform norm, to one another. 
1 
Let X be a compact subset of the complex plane C, and let /3 > 0. 
This paper concerns approximation in Lip@, X) norm by elements 
of the module 9(X) P, , which consists of all functions of the form 
f-0(4 + G(,+ 4 * * * + ~*(~)~m, 
where each ri is a rational function with poles off X. These modules 
arise in a natural fashion when one attempts to study rational approx- 
imation in Lip /3 norm. Our approach is based upon a novel use of 
the Cauchy transform. We define the transform p whenever T is a 
distribution with compact support; rf is another distribution. The 
Key Lemma (Sect. 2) states that for certain kinds of spaces V of Cm 
functions, T annihilates V + V% if and only if f annihilates V. This 
fact, combined with certain estimates (Lemmas 4 and 6), leads to our 
main results, Theorem 1 (Sect. 3) and Theorem 2 (Sect. 4). Theorem 1 
shows how uniform approximation theorems yield Lip 01 approxima- 
tion theorems (0 < 01 < 1). Theorem 2 shows that for many sets the 
general problem of Lip /3 approximation for nonintegral /3 can be 
reduced to the case 0 < /3 < 1. In formulating Theorem 2 we set up 
the spaces J,(X, a) of bounded point derivations on the algebras 
D”(X), and this leads to Theorem 3 (Sect. 5), which gives a condition 
for failure of approximation in integral Lipshitz norms. The discussion 
of Section 6 is concerned with a useful integral representation for 
the Cauchy transform of an element of (Lip a)* (0 < (Y < 1). 
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The techniques developed here have wide application, to approxima- 
tion in other norms and to partial differential equations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We identify @ with BP, and denote by & and 58 the usual linear 
topological spaces of complex-valued C” functions on C. Their duals 
9’ and 8’ are, respectively, the space of distributions and the space of 
distributions with compact support [13]. The Cauchy transform $ 
of a function F E 9 is defined by 
for all x E C, where AP is Lebesgue measure on @. The linear map 
y ---t $5 maps 9 continuously into 6. This allows us to define the 
Cauchy transform of an element of 8”. For T E 8’ and y E 9 we set 
Then p E 9’ (in fact it may be seen that p is a temperate distribution 
1131). We use the symbol 8 for the operator 
which may be applied to functions or distributions. We summarize 
the basic properties of h and 8 in a lemma, in which the various 
assertions are either classical or easy. 
LEMMA 1. a$? =ip =-&for cpE9. 
(ii) 227 = S = 22 for S E b’. 
(iii) The map h : 8’ -+ 9’ is a continuous linear injection with 
dense image. 
We let Pm denote the space of analytic polynomials of degree m 
or less, and 
B= ij&. 
nZ=O 
Given a compact set XC C, A@(X) is the space of all functions f e d 
which are analytic on some neighborhood of X, and a(X) is the space 
of all functions f E d which coincide on some neighborhood of X 
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with a rational function (in either case the neighborhood may depend 
on the functionf). Observe that if T E 8’ f~ 6%(X)L, then spt T C X. 
The most general form of Runge’s theorem states: If T E d’, then 
T 12?(X) if and only ;f T J- a(X). It is readily seen that a given 
distribution T E 8’ annihilates a(X) if and only if spt p C X. Hence 
T_L~%(X)ifandonZyifspt?CX. 
LEMMA 2. Let V be a linear subspace of E such that for each v E V 
the following three conditions hold. 
(a) av E V, 
(b) EY&I E V, 
(c) There exists n E Z + = Z n (n > 01 (depending on v) such 
that (8)~ = 0. 
Then for every T E &’ the following are equivalent. 
(1) T-L V. 
(2) 2T 1 V + Vz 
Proof. Suppose (1) holds, and let u + zv E V + zV. Then 
@T)(u + XU) = - T(& + v + ,% 2~) = 0 by (a) and (b), hence (2) 
holds. 
Conversely, suppose (2) holds, and let v E V. We claim that for 
any m E E+, (%)“(8)% E V and 
TV = [( - l)“Zim!] T[(,Y)“@)%]. 
The claim is established by induction on m. Clearly it is true for 
m = 0. Suppose it holds for a given m > 0. Then by (b), z~(P %v) = 
mz7 2% + ,P+l %+lv E V, hence P+I 2m+lv E V, and 
0 = T[@?+l %v)] 
= T[(m + 1) .F i% + ,iv+l %+‘v] 
= (-l)“(m + l)! T(v) + T[sm+l %+%I], 
so the claim holds for m + 1 also. 
Taking m = n (cf. (c)), we conclude that TV = 0. Thus T 1_ V, 
and (1) holds. 
KEY LEMMA. Let V be a subspace of & which satisfies the conditions 
$!+ew7 (4 of L emma 2. Let T E G”‘, X C @ be compact, and 9(X) C V. 
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(1) T 1. V + V.% ;f and only if 
(2) T+ 1. v* 
Proof. Suppose (1) holds. Since 9?(X) C I’, it follows that 
spt p C X, and in particular p E &‘, so that Lemma 2 applies, with 
T replaced by T. Since a?’ = T, (2) holds. 
Conversely, suppose (2) holds. Then 5? J-g(X), so spt p C X, 
and thus p E 8’. Applying Lemma 2 again, we see that (1) holds. 
3. LIP 01, 0 < cx < 1 
If f is a complex-valued function defined on a subset E of @, 
PER, and0 <a < 1, weset 
w(f, E, r) = sup{/ f(z) - f(w)1 : z, w E E, I z - w I < r}, 
Ilfi/~,~ = s~p{r-~o~(f, E, r) : 7 > Oh 
Lip(a, E) = (f~ CE : llfll~.~ < 031, 
lip(a, E) = (f E Lip(cr, E) : r-%&f, E, r) + 0 as r J, 01. 
When endowed with the norm 
lIfll~.E = If lid + Ilfllu.E 3 
Lip(ol, E) becomes a Banach algebra. Here I/f Ilu,E is the uniform 
norm. The object of this section is to apply the key lemma to approxi- 
mation in Lip(cu, X) for 0 < cz < 1 and compact X. 
If V C Lip(ol, X), then [VJo,x (or just [VI,) denotes the closure of V 
with respect to the norm 11 * 11: , and [VI,,, denotes the uniform 
closure. 
If T is an element of Lip(ol, X)*, the continuous dual of Lip(or, X), 
then the restriction T j 6 is a distribution of order 1 with support in X. 
Hence we can form (T 1 8)” E 9’, and we abbreviate this to p. If 
!? = 0, then by Lemma 1 (iii), T annihilates b, and hence T an- 
nihilates lip(ol, X), since d is dense in lip(oL, X) (for 0 < 01 < 1). 
Also, Runge’s theorem implies that T annihilates 9(X) if and o_“ly 
if T annihilates a(X), hence by the separation theorem, [=@lol = [J%]~ . 
The following result is essentially classical [2, 6, 10, 181. 
LEMMA 4. Let 0 < 01 -=c 1. Then there is a constant K, which 
depends only on 01, such that 
II 4 II a.c G K II v IIt4 &” 
whenever v E 9 and d = diam spt q~. 
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Combining Lemma 4 and the F. Riesz representation theorem we 
obtain a representation of T for T E Lip(ol, X)*. A more refined 
version is obtained in Section 6. 
LEMMA 5. Let 0 < 01 < 1, let X C @ be compact, and let 
T E Lip(oL, X)*. Then there is a complex Bore1 regular measure p on C 
such that j TV / (Y) < co for all compact Y and 
whenever v E 9. 
Now we can state and prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 < 01 < 1, let m E Z+, and let X C C be compact. 
If 
r~~ml, = C(X), 
then 
[9f~m+l]a = lip(a, X). 
Proof. Suppose 
[B?Pm]u = C(X). 
Let T E Lip(ol, X)*, T 1 92Pm+l. Then by the Key Lemma, 
rf-L~~,> and by Lemma 5, T is represented on 9 by a finite Bore1 
regular measure supported on X. Hence p = 0, and so T 1 lip(a, X). 
It follows that Wg,,, is dense in lip(cll, X). 
EXAMPLE 1. In case m = 0 the theorem states that 
implies 
v4u = C(X) (*I) 
[.9 + 9Z], = lip(cu, X) (0 < a < 1). (“2) 
The 9%‘~ cannot be removed, in general. In [15] a measure theoretic 
condition is given which is necessary and sufficient for 
(*3) 
to hold, and by using this condition an example is constructed in 
which (*l) holds and (*3) fails. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Vitushkin [19, 8, lo] has given a necessary and 
sufficient condition for (*l) to hold, in terms of analytic capacities. 
Using this, one can often check the validity of the hypothesis in case 
m = 0. In case m > 0 the problem of determining for which X 
one has 
P@%lu = wf) 
has not been studied at all, as far as I know. Here we give an example 
of an X such that 
whereas (*l) fails. 
[B + Bzlu = C(X), (*4) 
By combining [8, chap. VIII, Sect. 5.1; and 1 or 121 we see that 
there exist compact sets X C @ such that (*l) fails and yet &Y(X) is 
dense in L3(X, =Y2) in L3(X) norm (here L3(X) is the usual space of Z2 
measurable functions f on X such that J / f I3 d$P2 < co). Let X be 
such a set. We will show that (*4) holds. 
Suppose p is a finite Bore1 measure on X and ~1 1 J%? + 3%~. Then 
for 1 < q < 2 we have 
where M depends on diam X and q. Thus /i E L312(X, 3’s) n &?J-, and 
since 9 is dense in L3(X) and L3(X)* = L”/“(X) we infer that @ = 0, 
hence p = 0. Thus (*4) holds. 
It is worth noting that the annular Swiss Cheese of Roth [16] has 
the property that 
[flu f 12 + ~,qu, 
since 
G’/W(/ z I2 - 1) 4 L@flu . 
However, it is not clear whether or not (*4) holds for this X. 
EXAMPLE 3. It is easy to see that if int X # 0, then 
[@I, f [~P,lu # [9.@,] # ***. 
EXAMPLE 4. If @\X is connected, then 
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and Mergelyan’s theorem [8] tells us that 
[9qu = C(X) 
if and only if int X = 0. Thus if C\X is connected and int X = 0, 
then 
[P + 9?& = lip(a, X) (0 < a < 1). 
4. LIP p, p > 1 
The space Lip@, C) (where /I = n + a, 1 < n E Z and 0 < 01 < 1) 
consists of all those bounded continuous functions on @ which have 
bounded continuous partial derivatives of all kinds up to and including 
order n, and whose nth partial derivatives all belong to Lip(uz, C). 
The norm on Lip@, C) is 
If X is compact, then 
I(X) = {fE Lip@ C) :f = 0 on X> 
is a closed ideal in Lip@, C), and we define 
Lk@, -9 = Lip(P, V-V), 
with the quotient norm. We may think of Lip@, X) as a space of 
functions on X: a function f on X corresponds to an element of 
Lip@, X) iff has an extension in Lip(or, C). (For a concrete description 
of Lip(/3, X) ’ t m erms of local properties off, see [18, Chap. VI].) 
When we wish to distinguish, we will denote the coset g + I(X) E 
Lip@, X), corresponding to an element g E Lip@, C), by g”. 
The space lip(j3, C) consists of those functions f E Lip@, C) whose 
nth partial derivatives belong to lip(ol, c), and lip@, X) is the 
subspace of Lip@, X) defined by 
WA X) = k@, a=> + W>l/W>. 
Thus a function f defined on X corresponds to an element of lip@, X) 
if f has an extension in lip@, C). 
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We denote the quotient norm on Lip@, X) by jlfjj;l x . Clearly 
Ilf Ilh,x is dominated by the P+r(K) norm off whenever f E 9 and K 
is an open disc containing X. The C”+l(K) norm off is the sum 
Using this fact and a smoothing argument we deduce that 
k%.~ = W% X> 
for nonintegral /3. In case p = n + 1 E Z we denote 
Dn+‘(X) = b%*1,x * 
Then DQ+l(X) is a subalgebra of Lip(n + 1, X). Recall that if A is 
a complex algebra with unit, J is a maximal ideal of A, and 0 < p E 2, 
then a pth order derivation on A at J is a linear functional P: A ---f C 
which annihilates 
I” + C. 
For 1 < m E Z, the maximal ideals of the algebra P(X) are the sets 
K(a) = {fE zPyX):f(a) = O}, 
corresponding to the various points a E X. A derivation on Dm(X) 
at K(a) is called a point derivation at a. For 1 < m E 22 we define 
JmGF 4 
as the vectorspace of bounded mth order point derivations on Dm(X) 
at a. 
At an isolated point of X, J,(X, a) = (0). At an accumulation 
point, the dimension of Jm(X, a) lies between m and &m(m + 3), 
and either value may be attained. We say X is m-thick if 
dim J,(X, a) = $,m(m + 3) 
whenever a E X. If this is the case, then all the partial derivatives 
f- $&(4 (fE4 
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corresponding to i + j < m, extend to continuous linear functionals 
on P(X). We denote the extensions by the symbols D, . (u). We 
say X is uniformly m-thick if each of the maps a -+ Dij * (a) is bounded 
on X, i.e. if there exists a constant M > 0 such that 
whenever i + j < m, a E X, and f E D”(X). For convenience we say 
that every compact set X is uniformly O-thick. It is not hard to see 
that if X is uniformly m-thick, then Dij f (a) varies continuously with 
a for fixed i, j E H+ with i + j < m and fixed f E D”(X). 
If every nonempty relatively open subset of X has positive area, 
then X is uniformly m-thick for every m E Ef. The product C x C of 
any linear Cantor set with itself is uniformly m thick for every m. Thus 
there are uniformly m-thick sets with Hausdorff dimension zero. 
It is possible to push through the ensuing results for certain sets X 
which are not m-thick, notably for C0 curves, but the simplest blanket 
assumption is m-thickness. 
LEMMA 6. Let 0 < /3 $ h and d > 0. Then there is a constant 
K > 0, depending only on /3 and d, such that 
whenever v E 93 and diam spt y < d. 
This fact is widely known. It was shown to the author by C. Earle. 
It appears in [2, pp. 9-151 in case 0 < /3 < 1. 
THEOREM 2. LetXCa3becompact,O <m,n~Z,m<~<m+l. 
Consider the two conditions: 
1. [B?P,& = lip@, X); 
2. Pf~?L+J3+1 = lip@ + 1, X). 
If X is uniformly m-thick, then (1) implies (2). If X is uniformly (m + l)- 
thick, then (2) implies (1). 
Proof. Suppose X is uniformly m-thick, and (1) holds. Let 
TELip(/3+ l,X)*b e an annihilator of BP,,, . Then ?” is supported 
on X, p 1_ &??8,, and 
580/19/4-5 
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whenever q E 9, by Lemma 6. Here K depends only on /I and diam X, 
which are fixed in the present discussion, so T is continuous with 
respect to the Lip@, C) norm. 
Since X is m-thick, the Whitney-Calderon-Zygmund extension 
theorem [18, Chap. VI] implies that there exists a continuous linear 
map S: Lip@ X) + Lip@, C) such that 
(a) 5” = f on X whenever f E Lip@, C), and 
(b) SUE lip@, C) whenever JE lip@, X). Thus for f E 9 we 
have 
so that (p * S) j 9 extends to a continuous linear functional on 
Lip@, X) (nonuniquely; the extension is only determined on 
liP(j59 X)). 
Fix g E &!gn . We wish to show that (p 0 S)(g) = 0. Fix E > 0, 
and consider the function h = Sf - g E lip@, C). The various 
derivatives DJz(a), corresponding to i + j < m, vary continuously 
on C, and the top order derivatives are such that 
[D,Jz(a) - D&(b)]/l a - b p (*) 
is continuous on @ x C. Since h vanishes identically on X and X 
is m-thick, it follows that all these derivatives vanish on X, while the 
functions (*) vanish on X x X. Thus there is a closed neighborhood 
N of X such that 
We may assume N is also m-thick, and apply the Whitney-Calderon- 
Zygmund theorem to obtain a function K E Lip@, C) such that 
and 
k=Sg’---gonN 
where Kl is a constant which depends only on p and diam N. Thus 
I@ * SE I = I f$% - dl = I 2% I < II % GE, 
and since this is true for every E > 0, 
(T 0 S)(Z) = 0. 
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Hence 1” o S is an annihilator of .!Zgn in Lip@, X)*, and so 
F o 5’ = 0 on lip@, X) by the separation theorem and assumption (1). 
Next we claim that ?’ = 0 on 9. To see this, fix y E 9 and E > 0. 
The function SF - y belongs to lip@, @), and as above there is a 
function h E lip@, (lZ> such that h = S+ - q on a neighborhood of X, 
while I\ h Ijs,c < K,E. Then 
The claim follows. 
Hence T J- 8, so T I &, and T 1 lip@, X). So (2) follows by 
the separation theorem. 
The second assertion is proved in a similar way, except that the 
trivial estimate 
II as, Ilm G 2 II 9J IlBi1.C 
is used instead of Lemma 6. We omit the details. 
COROLLARY. Let XC C be compact, 0 ( 01 < 1, n E Z+. Suppose 
Then 
and, a fortiori, 
[ZZ%?P~]~ = lip(a, X). 
P@%z+lll+ol = lip(1 + a, X), 
[9i?.Pn+l]l = D(X). 
EXAMPLE 5. If X has zero area, then 
(cf. [15] or Sect. 6), hence 
[t% + L2?.ql = D(X). 
On the other hand there are many sets X with zero area for which 
In fact 9 is dense in D(X) if and only if X is a subset of a finite 
disjoint union of simple C1 curves [14]. 
EXAMPLE 6. If [91U = C(X), then 
[92 + 92z + azz]l = W(X). 
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I do not know an example for which [9?jU = C(X) and [9 + 9&%]r # 
Dl(X). 
EXAMPLE 7. Let X be such that 
[qu # [g + f%qu = C(X) 
(cf. Example 2). Then 
[L?J?P3]1 = D(X). 
There are sets X of this type which are l-thick, and for these X one 
can show that 
[9 + BZll # wq. 
(For more on this example, cf. Sect. 6.) 
In this section we give a result concerning approximation in 
integral Lipshitz norms. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be compact in @, let m, j E Zf, j < m, and 
suppose there exists a point a E X such that 
Then 
dim J,(X, cz) > (j + l)m - ij(j - 1). 
Proof. For a function f E &, consider the polynomial 
where a = a, + iu, . The linear function x maps d onto the space 
P, of polynomials in (x - al) and (y - ua) of degree m or less with 
no constant term. We may regard P, as a subspace of 8, and then we 
may write Tf = Tx( f ) w h enever f E d and T is a continuous mth 
order point derivation on 8 at a. Let 
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Then S? is a subspace of d and it is easy to see that 
X = n (8 n ker T: T E J,,,(X, a)}. 
This means that every T E Jm(X, a) factors through a/%-. Let 
K=X-iTP,. Then j,(X, u) is isomorphic to the dual of P,/K. 
Hence 
dim(P,/K) > (j + 1)m - ij(j - 1) = T, say. 
If f E 92pj , then (@+lf (u) = 0, i.e. 
It follows that the dimension of rr(92Pj) is T. Hence the dimension of 
does not exceed T, so that W is a proper subspace of P,/K. If we now 
chaos: T E J,(X, a) corresponding to a nonzero annihilator of W in 
(Pm/K)*, it follows that T is a nonzero annihilator of WPj in D,(X)*. 
Hence 62Pj is not dense. 
EXAMPLE 8. We observe that the hypotheses are fulfilled with 
j = m - 1 for any compact set X with 9(X) > 0, because the 
dimension of Jm(X, u) is $m(m + 3) at every point a of full area 
density of X. Hence, if P(X) > 0, then 
EXAMPLE 9. It is possible that there exist first order bounded 
point derivations on D2(X) which do not extend continuously to 
Dl(X). Let f be the function defined by 
f(x) = g, 
-1 <x<o, 
O<x<l, 
and let X = (x + if(x) : -1 < x < l> be the graph of f. Then 
J,(X, 0) is the span of {Dl}, whereas J2(X, 0) is the span of 
(4 9 Q > D,,J. 
Hence 
[glz f D2W), 
whereas [92]r = Dl(X), since X is a Cl curve. 
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6. REPRESENTATION OF p 
In this section we show that for T E Lip(ol, X)*, 0 < 01 < 1, the 
measure p is absolutely continuous with respect to area Z2, and we 
give an explicit representation for F. We show how this representation 
may be applied to give further results on approximation. 
Fix 0 < 01 < 1, X compact in @, and T E Lip(ol, X)* n CL. If 
f E lip(ol, X), then the function 
is continuous on X x X, and p is an isometric injection of lip(ol, X)/e 
into C(X x X). By the Hahn-Banach theorem and the Riesz 
representation theorem, there exists a finite complex Bore1 regular 
measure p on X x X such that 
wheneverf E lip(a, X). This construction goes back to De Leeuw [5]. 
Let v E 9. Then 
The use of Fubini’s theorem is justified by the fact that we may put 
in absolute values in the second line, and get something bounded by 
K II F Ilu > where K depends only on 01 and diam spt 9 (this estimate 
is essentially the same as Lemma 4). In fact, this step is permissible 
for q3 E LW(2Z2) with spt ‘p compact. Thus the expression in chain 
brackets is in L&,(Z2), regarded as a function of 5. If we denote 
this expression by T(c) (abusing the notation), we have 
Observe that if 5 4 X, 4 E 6, and 
g(x) = l/(x - 0 
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for all x near X, then p”(t) = ?“(#). Hence if T 1 a(X), then 
F(l) = 0 for 5 Q! X. Th’ p IS rovides an elegant proof of the extended 
Hurtogs-Rosenthal theorem: If LZ2(X) = 0, then [9& = lip(a, X). 
The first application is an extension of a theorem of Davie [4]. 
Davie’s theorem asserts that for any compact set X, with boundary Y, 
we have 
[4X) + ~W1u.Y = C(Y)> 
where A(X) denotes the collection of all continuous functions on X 
which are analytic on the interior of X. We strengthen this result in 
three ways: We replace A(X) by a smaller space B(Y), replace the 
uniform norm by the larger Lip cy. norm, and throw away X. If g 
is any bounded Bore1 function on @ such that the set 
tx E c: g(.$ f 0) 
is bounded, we define 
&) = ; j -$ dmPz;. 
From Lemma 4, and the fact that 9 is weak star dense inLm(JZ2), it is 
clear that d E lip(cII, a=) for 0 < 01 < 1. For T E Lip(a, e)* n 8’ n ~21 
it is easy to see that the formulas 
T(g) = -p(g) = -j @)g(z) dZ?z 
are valid. For any compact set Y C C we define the vectorspace B(Y) 
by setting 
B(Y) = {$: g is a bounded Bore1 function, g = 0 off Y}. 
THEOREM 4. Let 0 < Q( < 1, and let Y C C be compact. Then 
[W) + ~WLy = We, Y)- 
Proof. Let T E Lip(cy, Y)*, T J- B(Y) + 22(Y). Then p(z) = 0 
for z E C\Y. Further, for every bounded Bore1 function g which 
vanishes off Y, we have 
0 = T(j) = -j @)g(z) dcPz, 
so that p(z) = 0 for 2” almost all z E Y. Hence F = 0, so that 
T 1 lip(a, Y). 
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The second application shows a relation between Lipshitz approxi- 
mation and Lp approximation. Recall (Example 2) that $ EL$,~ 
whenever p is a measure with compact support and 1 < q < 2. We 
will show that an analogous result holds for the transforms of elements 
of Lip(a, X)*. 
Let T E Lip(ol, X)* (0 < 01 < 1, X compact), let T J- C, and let p 
be a measure on X x X which represents T. Then for q >, 1 we have 
In case 
the expression in chain brackets is bounded by 
K 1 x -y p-1, 
uniformly in (x, y), and thus ?’ E L’J(X). Let 
1 -=I q < 2(1 + 4, 
(l/P> + U/d = 1, 
and suppose Wgm is dense in LP(X). Then, applying the Key Lemma, 
we see that B?Pm+r is dense in lip(a, X). 
As an example, if X is chosen that [94!], # C(X) and B? is dense 
in Ls(X), then 
Applying the corollary to Theorem 2 we obtain [S!ga]r = P(X). 
If Xis chosen to be l-thick, then [93’PJ1 # D(X) since [.s%‘]~ # C(X). 
It follows that [@Ii # [&S!gSi]r , so finally we obtain 
[se], # [a + a%]1 # [la? + 92 + a??], = P(X). 
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